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Data Package
All the content in this guide is based on a early pre-release version of Ext JS 4. The concepts
and code examples presented in this guide may not be applicable to the final release.

Introduction
This guide provides a detailed walk-through of the Sencha Data Package included in both
Sencha Touch and Ext JS 4. All of the major classes within Ext.data will be covered including;
Models, Proxies and Stores. You'll learn best practices for using each class individually and
see how they all work together in real-world examples.

Figure 6.1. Overview of Data Package Classes

Data Models Overview
Models are designed to represent the primary data objects your application works with. You
might define a Model for Users, Products, Cars, or any other real-world object you'd like
to represent. Models play a major role in the Data Package ecosystem working together
with Proxies for persistence and Stores for managing client-side collections of Models.
Understanding these three concepts will help you build solid data architectures for your
applications and develop clear data flows between user interface components and client/server
persistence layers.

Defining a Model
We'll start off exploring the Model class by defining a simple Model and reviewing the available
configuration options.
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Figure 6.2. Simple Model Definition

Ext.regModel('User', {                                         // 1
   Fields: [                                                  // 2
    {name: 'firstName', type: 'string'},                      // 3
    {name: 'lastName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'age', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}     // 4
   ]
  });
        
        

1. The code sample starts with Ext.regModel which is shorthand for
Ext.data.ModelMgr.registerType. This creates an Ext.data.Model class using the name
passed in as the first parameter and the configuration object passed in as the second
parameter. The new Model class is also automatically registered with your Ext.Application
instance.

2. The Fields configuration option is set to an array of Ext.data.Field configuration objects that
the Model will use to create Ext.data.Field instances to manage each Field internally.

Note

This example uses Ext.data.Field configuration objects. You can also specify
an array of strings and each Field will be created with the default Ext.data.Field
configuration options.

3. The first Ext.data.Field configuration object defines the firstName Field of the User model.
The name config option sets the name of the Field to firstName and the type option tells
the Ext.data.Field class to convert the data set for this Field to string data. The type config
option can be set to string, int, float, boolean, date or auto.

Note

The default value for type is auto which doesn't perform data conversion.

4. The last Ext.data.Field configuration object demonstrates the boolean and defaultValue
configuration options. Here the default value for the active Field is set to true.

This example demonstrated a simple Model definition created with four Fields using
Ext.data.Field configuration objects. We'll continue building on this Model class over the next
series of examples.

Instantiating a Model
Using the Model definition we created in the previous example we'll take a look at how to
create an instance of the User Model class and look at a few of the methods available to it.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.html#method-regModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.ModelMgr.html#method-registerType
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.Application.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html#config-name
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html#config-type
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html
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Figure 6.3. Instantiating a Model

 var character = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({               // 1
   firstName: 'Bart',
   lastName: 'Simpson',
   age: 10
  }, 'User');
  
 character.get('firstName'); // returns 'Bart'           // 2
 character.get('active'); // returns true
 character.data.firstname; // contains 'Bart'           // 3
 
 character.set('firstName', 'Lisa');                    // 4
 character.get('firstName'); // returns 'Lisa'
        
        

1. An instance of the User model is created and assigned to the character variable by
calling the create method of the Ext.ModelMgr singleton. The first parameter passed to
Ext.ModelMgr.create is a configuration object containing Field names and corresponding
data values to set for each Field. The second parameter is the string name of a Model that
has been previously registered with Ext.regModel.

2. Calling the get method of a model instance with a string matching one of the defined Fields,
returns the value set for that Field.

3. You can also access Field values directly via dot notation on the Model instance.
The location where a Model stores its Fields can be configured by setting the
persistanceProperty of the Model configuration (defaults to data).

4. Calling the set method of a model instance with a string matching one of the defined Fields
as the first parameter and a new value as the second parameter will update the value set for
that Field.

Note

You don't have to call save after updating Field values for this Model because
it's currently not using a Proxy or Store.

Field Conversion Functions & Custom Methods
When modeling your data you might encounter cases where you need to maintain dynamic
Field values to accurately represent your Models. These dynamic values can be tied to other
Fields in your Model definition or an external data point like an exchange rate.

This example demonstrates techniques for maintaining a dynamic value using either a Field
definition and Field Value Conversion function or by defining a custom method on your Model.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.ModelMgr.html#method-create
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.ModelMgr.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.html#method-regModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-get
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#config-persistanceProperty
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-set
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-save
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Figure 6.4. Maintaining a Custom Model Value

  Ext.regModel('User', {
   Fields: [
    {name: 'firstName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'lastName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'age', type: 'int'},
    {
     name: 'cartoonAge',
     convert: function(value, record) {                       // 1
      return (record.age + 21);
     }
    },
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   
   getCartoonAge: function() {                               // 2
    return (this.get('age') + 21);
   }
  });
  
  var character = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({                 // 3
    firstName: 'Bart',
    lastName: 'Simpson',
    age: 10
   }, 'User');
   
  character.get('cartoonAge');  // returns 31                // 4
  character.set('age', 15);
  
  character.get('cartoonAge');  // returns 31                // 5
  character.getCartoonAge();    // returns 36
  
  character.set('cartoonAge');
  character.get('cartoonAge');  // returns 36
        
        

1. A new Ext.data.Field is created to represent the cartoonAge of a User. The convert
configuration option is set to a custom function that will receive two parameters.The first
parameter is the raw value attempting to be set for this Field. The second parameter is an
object containing all the Field names and data values currently set for this Model instance.

Here 21 is added to the current value set for the age Field to convert it to a value for the
cartoonAge Field.

2. Defining a custom method is another option for maintaining a custom Model value. Here the
getCartoonAge method is created to return the value of adding 21 to the current value set
for the Model's age Field. This is an alternative to creating a Field definition and setting a
Custom Value Conversion function.

3. When creating an instance of the User Model even though a value for the cartoonAge Field
isn't provided it will still be set because the convert function for that Field will execute during
the instantiation process and use the value of the age Field to set a value for cartoonAge.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html#config-convert
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4. Retrieving the value of the cartoonAge Field using the get method of the Model instance
returns the cartoonAge that was calculated during instantiation.

5. When the value of the age Field is updated you'll notice the value of the cartoonAge Field
remains the same. This happens because the value set for the cartoonAge Field isn't
updated until the set method is called with the Field name a few lines later to update the
calculated value for the cartoonAge Field.

In contrast calling the getCartoonAge will always return the latest value right away.

This example demonstrated two different techniques for maintaining a calculated value on
a Model. Which method you use will depend on the use cases you need to support in your
application.

Validating Models
When working with data Models it's a common practice to validate new or updated data
before saving the Model to your persistence layer. Both Ext JS and Sencha Touch provide an
integrated solution for validating Model Fields using the validations configuration option and
Ext.data.Errors class. This example expands on the User Model definition to demonstrate the
built-in data validations.

  Ext.regModel('User', {
   Fields: [
    {name: 'firstName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'lastName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'userName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'familyRole', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'age', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'userType', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   
   validations: [
    {type: 'presence', Field: 'age'},                                   // 1
    {type: 'length', Field: 'firstName', min: 2, max: 20}               // 2
    {type: 'length', 
     Field: 'lastName',                                                 // 3
     min: 2, 
     max: 40, 
     message: 'Must be > 2 and < 40 characters.'
    },
    {type: 'inclusion',                                                 // 4
     Field: 'familyRole',
     list: ['father', 'son', 'mother', 'daughter']
    },
    {type: 'exclusion',                                                 // 5
     Field: 'userType',
     list: ['admin'], message: 'Can\'t choose admin.'
    },
    {type: 'format', Field: 'userName', matcher: /([a-z]+)[0-9]{2,10}/} // 6
   ]
  });

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Errors.html
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1. The validations configuration option accepts an array of Ext.data.validations configuration
objects. The first object is configured to validate the age Field by setting the type option to
presence and Field option to age. The presence type requires a value to be set for this Field
in order to pass the validation check.

2. This configuration object sets up a validation check for the firstName Field. Setting the type
to length will only validate the Field if the string's character count is within the min and max
configuration values.

3. Similar to the validation we setup for firstName this configuration validates the lastName
Field length and also sets a custom error message using the message configuration option.
All of the built-in validations include a configuration option to set a custom error message.

4. The familyRole Field is configured to use the inclusion validation type. This allows you to set
an array of values using the list configuration option and ensure the value set for the Field
matches at least one of the values contained in the list.

5. The exclusion validation type works the opposite of inclusion. Here the userType Field will
only pass the validation check if it's not set to one of the values specified in the list array. A
custom error message is also set using the message option.

6. The userName Field demonstrates the format validation that allows you to specify a regular
expression using the matcher configuration option. For the userName to pass validation it
must contain between 2 to 10 characters consisting of letters or numbers.

Now that we have an array of Ext.data.validations configuration objects setup for all of the
Model's Fields lets take a look how you can trigger validation and what the Ext.data.Errors
object looks like when the Field validation checks fail.

  var character = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({                        // 1
    firstName: 'B',
    lastName: 'S',
    userName: '***++***',
    familyRole: 'brother',
    userType: 'deliquent'
   }, 'User'
  );
  
  var validationErrors = character.validate();                      // 2
  
  var testIsValid = validationErrors.isValid(); // false            // 3
  var testLength = validationErrors.length;   // returns 5
  
  var testUserField = validationErrors.getByField('userName');      // 4
  // [{Field: 'userName',  message: 'is the wrong format'}]
  
  var testLastNameField = validationErrors.getByField('lastName');
  // [{Field: 'lastName', message: 'Must be > 2 and < 40 characters.'}]
  

1. An instance of the User Model is created using data values we know won't pass the Field
validation checks that we configured.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.validations.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.validations.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Errors.html
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2. Calling the validate method of the Model instance executes the validation check against the
Ext.data.validations config objects that were added to the Model definition. This call returns
an instance of the Ext.data.Errors class which is assigned to the local validationErrors
variable.

3. Calling the isValid method of the Ext.data.Errors instance returns false because most of
the Fields have been set with invalid data. Checking the length of Ext.data.Errors instance
reveals 5 Fields are invalid.

Note

The length property is available to Ext.data.Errors because it extends
Ext.util.MixedCollection.

4. You can retrieve specific error information for individual Fields by calling getByField on the
Ext.data.Errors instance object. The first item in the returned array is a object containing the
name of the Field and either the default error message or the custom error message if one
was set.

Using Ext.data.validations offers an integrated solution for validating Model Fields. When your
applications accept user input you can call the validate method before saving your Model
instance and use the information provided in the returned Ext.data.Errors instance to display
messages prompting end users to correct the data being provided to your application.

Once your data is valid you're ready to persist your Models to storage. The next section takes
a look how to persist Models using available client and server data Proxies.

Persisting Models & Data Proxies
Ext JS and Sencha Touch include a rich set of Proxy classes designed to provide an
abstraction layer for Model persistence that's fully integrated into the Data Package
architecture.

Ext.data.Proxy classes are used by Ext.data.Model and Ext.data.Store classes to persist and
retrieve data Models on both the client and server.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-validate
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.validations.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Errors.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Errors.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.util.MixedCollection.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Errors.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.validations.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Errors.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Proxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Store.html
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Figure 6.5. Overview of Major Proxy Classes

Three built-in ServerProxy classes are available to handle communication with your server
side application.

• Ext.data.ScriptTagProxy

• Ext.data.AjaxProxy

• Ext.data.RestProxy

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.ScriptTagProxy
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.AjaxProxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.RestProxy.html
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Figure 6.6. Client Proxy Classes

Five ClientProxy classes are available to store Models directly to the storage layers available
in the browser.

• Ext.data.MemoryProxy

• Ext.data.WebStorageProxy

• Ext.data.WebSQLProxy (coming soon)

• Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy

• Ext.data.SessionStorageProxy

Saving & Loading a Model Using Local Storage
The new Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy allows you to take advantage of HTML 5 localStorage.
This example will demonstrate persisting and retrieving a Model instance from localStorage.

  Ext.regModel('User', {
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},                                // 1
    {name: 'firstName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'lastName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'age', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {                                                   // 2
    type: 'localstorage',
    id: 'users'
   }

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.MemoryProxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.WebStorageProxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.SessionStorageProxy.html
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  });   
   

1. The first section of this code defines a new User Ext.data.Model. Five fields are created with
Ext.data.Field configuration objects. We setup an id Field to gain greater control over the id
value. If you don't create and assign your own id Field Ext.data.Model automatically creates
one for you and assigns each Model instance a sequential integer id value.

2. The proxy configuration option allows you to setup an Ext.data.Proxy to use with
this Model. Here we're setting the Proxy type to localstorage which is shorthand for
the Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy class. The id option is set to users. This provides
Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy with a unique key prefix for storing items in localStorage.

Note

Before using the Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy you'll need to make sure the
browsers you're targeting support localStorage. If localStorage isn't available an
error will be thrown by the Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy constructor.

With the User Model definition created and registered using Ext.regModel we're ready to
create an instance of the new Model and save it to LocalStorage.

  var character = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({
    id: 120,                                                       // 3
    firstName: 'Bart',
    lastName: 'Simpson',
    age: 10
   }, 'User'
  );
  
  character.save();                                               // 4
   

3. An instance of the User Model is created and saved to the local character variable. The
id Field is manually set to 120 to demonstrate how you can set your own id values. In a
moment you'll see how this value is used when the Model is saved to localStorage.

4. Calling the save method of the Model instance will persist its data to localStorage using the
Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy that we configured in the Model definition.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Field.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Proxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy.html#method-newExtdatalocalstorageproxy
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.html#method-regModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-save
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy.html
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Figure 6.7. Model Data Persisted to localStorage

In the localStorage screenshot you can see two rows were created when the Model was
saved. The Key column of the first row contains users-120. This is a concatenation of two
values with a - in the middle. The first value users is the value set for the id option of the
Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy configured on the User Model. This value is combined with 120
which is the data value that was set for the id Field of the new User Model instance.

The Value column of the first row contains a JSON like string of key value pairs for each Field
of the User Model. Since localStorage can only hold string data Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy
automatically converts each Field value to a string before persisting it to localStorage.

The second row shown in the localStorage viewer contains an index of all the
User records stored in localStorage. These values are automatically maintained by
Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy which uses the index to efficiently find and retrieve User data from
localStorage.

Once a data Model has been saved with a Proxy you'll want to quickly retrieve it and begin
using it in your application. The next code block demonstrates how you can retrieve a saved
Model using it's unique id.

  var User = Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel('User');                      // 5
  var someCharacter = null;                                           // 6
  
  User.load(120, {                                                    // 7
   success: function(modelInstance, operation) {

   },
   failure: function(modelInstance, operation) {

   },
   callback: function(modelInstance, operation) {
    someCharacter = modelInstance;                                   // 8

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy.html
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   }
  });   
   

5. Calling the getModel method of Ext.data.ModelMgr with the string User will return the User
Model class. The is an important distinction since most of the examples so far have dealt
with Model instances. In this case the local variable User is assigned a reference to the
User class that was defined and registered with Ext.regModel.

6. The local variable someCharacter is created and temporarily set to null. This variable will be
used to hold the retrieved Model instance.

7. The load method is a static method available to the User class. The load method is
designed to retrieve instances of a Model class using its configured Proxy.

The first parameter passed into load is the id value of the instance you want to retrieve. This
example uses 120 to retrieve the instance that was just saved to localStorage. The second
parameter to load is a configuration object that allows you to set functions for success and
failure conditions and provide a callback function.

Each function is passed the retrieved Model instance and a Ext.data.Operation object used
internally by the Proxy to fetch the requested instance.

8. Inside the load callback the retrieved modelInstance is set to the someCharacter variable
which is still within the scope of the application.

The Ext.data.LocalStorageProxy provides a convenient abstraction layer for accessing
localStorage. It currently supports all of the standard CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)
operations and can easily be extended to provide additional functionality including; sorting,
filtering and searching localStorage records.

In the next section we'll start exploring available Proxies for server side communication.

Server Proxies Overview
Ext.data.ServerProxy and its sub classes provide an abstraction layer for communicating with
server side applications. Taking advantage of Server Proxy classes allows you to decouple
server side communication from your data Models and business application code.

This design helps decrease the maintenance burden associated with changes to server side
end points. When changes occur you can simply update your Proxy configurations and your
Models will automatically pick up any changes through their associated Proxies.

Saving and Loading a Model Using AjaxProxy
This example will demonstrate how to use the Ext.data.AjaxProxy class to save and load a
Model. You'll learn how to configure an AjaxProxy and setup JsonReader and JsonWriter
objects to pass data between the client and server. We'll examine the JSON packets sent to
the server and go over how to create JSON packets to respond to AjaxProxy requests.

  Ext.regModel('User', {
   Fields: [                                                       // 1
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.ModelMgr.html#method-getModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.ModelMgr.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.html#method-regModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.AjaxProxy.html
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    {name: 'firstName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'lastName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'age', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {
    type: 'ajax',                                               // 2
    url: 'users.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},                       // 3
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}                     // 4
   }
   
  });   
  

1. We start by creating a new User Ext.data.Model with string, integer and boolean Fields to
Model User data.

2. The Proxy type is set to ajax which is shorthand for Ext.data.AjaxProxy. The url config
option is set to the location of the server side application AjaxProxy will communicate with.

Note
Although it looks like the AjaxProxy will only use one url for both saving
and retrieving data this value can be defined for each request by overriding
Ext.data.AjaxProxy.buildUrl.

3. An Ext.data.Reader configuration object is specified for the reader option of the AjaxProxy.
Since this example uses JSON data the type option is set to json, a shorthand reference to
Ext.data.JsonReader. The root configuration option of the JsonReader is set to data so it
knows how to inspect the JSON response packet sent back from the server.

4. An Ext.data.Writer configuration object is specified for the writer option of the AjaxProxy.
Similar to the reader, the type config is set to json to reference Ext.data.JsonWriter. The root
configuration option is set to records which the AjaxProxy will use when it prepares JSON
data packets to send to the server.

Note
AjaxProxy uses JsonReader and JsonWriter by default so your don't need to
configure them. They were explicitly setup here to help you become familiar
with these classes.

Note
Ext.data.XmlReader and Ext.data.XmlWriter classes are also available for
requesting and consuming XML data packets.

Note
By default AjaxProxy will use GET requests for read operations and POST
requests for create, update and delete operations. The request method can be
overridden for each action by changing the Ext.data.AjaxProxy.actionMethods
property.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.AjaxProxy.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.AjaxProxy.html#method-buildUrl
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Reader.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.JsonReader.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Writer.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.JsonWriter.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.XmlReader.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.XmlWriter.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.AjaxProxy.html#method-actionMethods
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With a User Model class defined, AjaxProxy configured and JsonReader/Writer setup we're
ready to see AjaxProxy in action. The next code example will create a new Model instance and
invoke AjaxProxy when it's saved.

  var character = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({                           // 5
    firstName: 'Homer',
    lastName: 'Simpson',
    age: 35
   }, 'User'
  );
  
  character.save({                                                    // 6
   success: function(record, operation) {
    character = record;                                               // 7
   },
   failure: function(record, operation) {
    Ext.Msg.alert('Error', 'Failed to save model on the server.');
   },
   callback: function(record, operation) {
    Ext.Msg.alert('Success', 'Model saved to the server and updated locally.');
   }
  }); 
  

5. An instance of the User Model is created and saved to the local character variable. In this
example we're not setting a value for the id Field to demonstrate how your server side
application can be responsible for setting this value.

6. Calling the save method of the Model instance initiates a POST request to your server using
the configured AjaxProxy. The save method accepts an optional configuration object you
can use to define functions for the success and failure scenarios of the AjaxProxy request
and a callback function that's always called when the request completes.

Each function will receive a record object which is equivalent to an Ext.data.Model instance
as well the Ext.data.Operation object that was used by the AjaxProxy to perform the write
request.

7. Inside the success function we're updating the local character variable to hold the record
object that's passed into the success function. The record object is an instance of the User
Model created with data returned from the server.

We updated the character Model instance here to demonstrate how your client-side code
can gain access to Model data that was updated on the server when it was saved. In this
case the id Field was set by the server.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-save
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation.html
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Figure 6.8. AjaxProxy Save Request Packet (Firebug)

Inspecting the data packet prepared by AjaxProxy using Firebug is a convenient way to see
exactly what gets sent to your server. In this example the JSON packet contains a records
array which holds a single object containing all the data for the User Model. The array is
labeled records because it's the default value set for the root configuration option of the writer.
You'll also notice the id Field has been automatically set to 0 even though we didn't provide a
value for this Field when we instantiated the Model. This is something to keep in mind when
developing your server-side application.

Now that we've inspected the request packet on the client side, we'll switch context to the
server side and look at some PHP code. This next block of PHP code converts the JSON
request packet from AjaxProxy into a native PHP array for server side processing before
wrapping it back up as a JSON response packet.

  $postData = json_decode(file_get_contents("php://input"), true);       // 1
  $record = $postData['records'][0];                                     // 2
  $record['id'] = 512;                                                   // 3
  
  header('Content-Type: application/json');                              // 4
  echo '{"success":true, "data":['.json_encode($record).']}';            // 5
  

1. The request AjaxProxy POSTS to the server is a JSON packet encoded using the
application/json content type. One way of retrieving the JSON data from your PHP code
is through file_get_contents("php://input") which reads raw data from the request body.
Running the data through json_decode converts the JSON data into a native PHP array.

Note
PHP users can also use $HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA for accessing raw POST
data. However using file_get_contents("php://input") is preferred since it will
also retrieve data from PUT requests.

2. We access the first item in the records array to retrieve the User Model data.

3. To keep things simple this example just assigns a hard coded number of 512 for the id
Field of the Model. In a real application you would probably create a server side instance of
the User model in your PHP code and then save it to a data store, generating a unique id
somewhere along the way.

http://php.net/manual/en/wrappers.php.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.json-decode.php
http://www.php.net/manual/en/reserved.variables.httprawpostdata.php
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4. The Content-Type HTTP Header is set to application/json to tell the browser the response
will be JSON data.

5. The record variable containing the Model data is encoded back into JSON and sent to the
client.

Note
Always pay careful attention to the placement of quotes when preparing your
JSON data to send back to ExtJS or Sencha Touch applications. Newer
versions of these libraries use native browser parsing methods to decode JSON
data. Missing or misplaced quotes can cause errors that are difficult to debug,
especially across different browsers.

Figure 6.9. Server Response Packet (Firebug)

When AjaxProxy is configured with a JsonReader it expects a JSON packet to be sent back
from the server side application. By default it looks for two properties inside the response
packet success and data.

The success property is designed to indicate the success or failure of the request. You can
override the label of this property by setting a different value for the successProperty of
Ext.data.JsonReader.

The data property is designed to be converted back into a Model instance. This is especially
useful if the server side application is assigning or manipulating any of the Field values that
have been setup in your client side application. In this example the server application was
responsible for generating a unique id when it saved the Model. The value was provided back
to the client along with the rest of the Model Field names and values.

With a Model instance successfully persisted to your server side application lets take a look at
how you can retrieve this Model and bring it back to life on the client side using AjaxProxy.

  var character = null;
  var User = Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel('User');                        // 1
  
  User.load(512, {                                                      // 2
   params: {
    id: 512                                                             // 3
   },
   success: function(record, operation) {
    character = record;                                                 // 4
   },
   failure: function(record, operation) {
    Ext.Msg.alert('Error', 'Failed to load model from the server.');
   },
   callback: function(record, operation) {
    

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.JsonReader.html#config-successProperty
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   }
  });
  

1. Start off by calling Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel which will return the User Model class. This
is the same User Model class that we defined in the previous example.

2. Model.load accepts similar parameters to Model.save. The first parameter is the id of the
Model you want to load. The second parameter is an optional configuration object that can
be used define functions for the success and failure scenarios of the AjaxProxy request as
well as a callback function that's always called when the request completes.

Each function will receive a record object which is equivalent to an Ext.data.Model instance
along with the Ext.data.Operation object that was used by the AjaxProxy to perform the
write request.

Note

Although the first parameter to Model.load is the Model id its currently not
automatically added to the HTTP request parameters for AjaxProxy so you'll
need take that into account. The approach demonstrated here uses the params
option to pass that value.

3. In order to pass along the Model id to your server side application during the HTTP request
you'll need to manually include it in the object being set for the params configuration option.
The key value pairs set for params will automatically be appended to the URL requested by
AjaxProxy.

4. Similar to the save operation we can set the character variable to hold the record object
that's passed into the success function. The record object is an instance of the User model
created from the data returned by the server.

With the client side of load operation covered we'll switch focus and take a look at some server
side code. The next example provides some PHP code to generate a JSON response packet
to respond to the AjaxProxy read request sent from the client.

  
 $id = $_GET['id'];
 
 $model['id'] = $id;
 $model['firstName'] = 'Bart';
 $model['lastName'] = 'Simpson';
 $model['age'] = 10;
 
 header('Content-Type: application/json');
 echo '{"success":true, "data":['.json_encode($model).']}';
 

In this sample PHP code block we're using an array to mock-up the Model data that would
most likely be retrieved from a server side datastore. Once the data is retrieved we need to
make sure the Field names match the Fields on the client side before encoding the JSON
data. The JSON response packet created here includes the success and data properties
following the same format as the save response we created in the last example.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.ModelMgr.html#method-getModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation.html
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Figure 6.10. Server Response Packet (Firebug)

The response returned from the load operation is formatted the same as the sample response
from the save operation.

Saving, Loading, Updating and Deleting a
Model Using RestProxy

This example will demonstrate how to use a Ext.data.RestProxy to save and load a single
instance of the Ext.data.Model class. You'll learn how to configure a RestProxy and setup a
JsonReader and JsonWriter to pass JSON data between the client and server. We'll examine
the different HTTP request methods used and JSON packets that get sent to the server and go
over how to create a JSON packet to successfully respond to the RestProxy request.

The Ext.data.RestProxy is a specialized version of the Ext.data.AjaxProxy and has been
designed to extend Ext.data.AjaxProxy providing additional functionality to help generate
RESTful URLs and support additional HTTP request methods used with RESTful API services
including PUT and DELETE.

  Ext.regModel('User', {
   Fields: [              // 1
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},         
    {name: 'firstName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'lastName', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'age', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {              
    type: 'rest',            // 2
    url: 'users.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},      // 3
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}      // 4
   }
   
  });   
  

1. Create a new User Ext.data.Model containing string and integer Fields to Model User data.

2. The Proxy type is set to rest which is shorthand for Ext.data.RestProxy. The url
configuration option is set to the location of the server side application the RestProxy will be
making requests to.

Note
In the AjaxProxy example we mentioned you can customize the way URLs are
generated by overriding the buildUrl method. RestProxy uses this technique

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.AjaxProxy
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and defines it's own buildURL function that executes before calling the one
defined in Ext.data.AjaxProxy. If you need additional functionality we encourage
you to view the source code for Ext.data.RestProxy.buildUrl when overriding it
with your own buildUrl method.

3. An Ext.data.Reader configuration object is specified for the reader option of the RestProxy.
Since this example uses JSON data so the type option is set to json a shorthand reference
to Ext.data.JsonReader. The root configuration option of the JsonReader is set to data so it
knows how to inspect the JSON response packet sent back from the server.

4. An Ext.data.Writer configuration object is specified for the writer option of the
RestProxy. Similar to the reader config setting the type option to json is a shorthand for
Ext.data.JsonWriter. The root configuration option is set to records which the RestProxy will
use when preparing JSON data packets to send to the server.

Note
RestProxy uses JsonReader and JsonWriter by default. They were explicitly
setup here to help you become familiar with configuring these classes when
working with Data Proxies.

Note
Ext.data.XmlReader and Ext.data.XmlWriter classes are also available for
requesting and consuming XML data packets.

Note
By default RestProxy will use HTTP GET requests for read operations,
POST for create operations, PUT for update operations and DELETE
for delete operations. These settings can be overridden by changing the
Ext.data.RestProxy.actionMethods property.

quick intro to the next code sample.

  var character = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({        // 5
    firstName: 'Stewie',
    lastName: 'Griffin',
    age: 1             
   }, 'User'
  );
  
  character.save({             // 6
   success: function(record, operation) {       
    character = record;           // 7
   },
   failure: function(record, operation) {
    Ext.Msg.alert('Error', 'Failed to save model on the server.');
   },
   callback: function(record, operation) {            
    Ext.Msg.alert('Success', 'Model saved to the server and updated locally.');
   }
  });            
  

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.XmlReader
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.XmlWriter
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.RestProxy.html#method-actionMethods
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5. Create an instance of the User Model and save it to the local character variable. In this
example a value for the id Field isn't specified to demonstrate how you might want your
server side application to be responsible for determining this value.

6. Calling the save method of the Model instance initiates a POST request to your server using
the Ext.data.RestProxy. The save method accepts an optional configuration object that can
be used to define functions for the success and failure scenarios of the RestProxy request
as well as a callback function that will always be called when the request completes.

Each function will receive a record object which is equivalent to an Ext.data.Model instance
of our User model. The second parameter will be an Ext.data.Operation object that was
used by the RestProxy to perform the write request.

7. Inside the success function the local character variable is updated to hold the record object
that was passed into the success function. The record object is an instance of the User
model that contains the data returned from the server. This was done to demonstrate how
your client-side code can gain access to the Model data that was updated on the server
when it was saved.

Figure 6.11. RestProxy Save Request Packet (Firebug)

Inspecting the data packet RestProxy prepares using Firebug is a convenient way to see
exactly what gets sent to your server. The first thing to notice is the URL which is slightly
different than the one created by the AjaxProxy. At the end of the request URL (before the
question mark) there is a forward slash followed by a 0 which is the id that was automatically
assigned to the Model instance you created. If you assigned a unique id to the model instance
it would be appended to the URL where 0 is now. After the 0 is a question mark followed
by the _dc parameter that has been set to a random number to make sure the request
isn't cached by the web server. You can change the value of this parameter by setting the
Ext.data.RestProxy.cacheString configuration option.

Inspecting the JSON packet you can see it contains a records array which holds a single
object containing all the data for the User Model. The array is labeled records because that's
the default value set for the root configuration option of the writer and was also specified during
configuration to illustrate how you can customize this value. You'll also notice the id Field has
been automatically set to 0 even though we didn't provide a value for this Field when the Model
was instantiated. This is something to keep in mind when developing the server-side aspects
of your application.

The next block includes some sample PHP code to demonstrate how you can convert the
JSON request packet from RestProxy into a native PHP array for processing before sending it
back as a valid JSON response packet.

  
 $postData = json_decode($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA, true);  // 1
 $record = $postData['records'][0];      // 2

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Model.html#method-save
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 if($record['id'] && $record['id'] == 0) {    // 3
  $record['id'] = rand(1, 9999);
 } 
 
 header('Content-Type: application/json');     // 4
 echo '{"success":true, "data":['.json_encode($model).']}';  // 5
 

1. The request RestProxy POSTS to the server contains a JSON packet encoded using the
application/json content type. One way of retrieving the JSON data from your PHP code is
to use $HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA. Running that data through json_decode converts the
JSON data into a native PHP variable.

2. Here the first item in the records array is accessed to retrieve the data for the model.

3. This conditional statement demonstrates how you can test to see if the id Field has been
set to zero before deciding whether to keep the id value assigned by the client or create
one using server side application logic. To keep things simple this example just assigns a
random integer between 1 and 9999. In reality you would probably create an instance of
the User model in your PHP code and then save it to a server side data store. The result of
that transaction would generate a unique id according to the logic in your application code or
data store.

4. The Content-Type HTTP Header is set to application/json to tell the browser the response
will be JSON data.

5. The record variable containing the Model data is encoded back into JSON sent back to the
client.

Note
Always pay careful attention to the placement of quotes when your preparing
JSON data to send back to your ExtJS or Sencha Touch application. Newer
versions of these libraries use native browser JSON parsing methods to decode
JSON data. This can be a common tripping point that can be difficult to debug
especially across different browsers.

Figure 6.12. RestProxy Save Response Packet (Firebug)

When RestProxy is configured with a JsonReader it will expect a JSON packet to be sent
back from the server side application. By default it looks for two properties inside the response
packet success and data. The success property is designed to indicate the success or failure
of the request. You can override the label of this property by setting a different value for the
successProperty of Ext.data.JsonReader.

The data property is designed to be converted by back into a Model instance. This is especially
useful if the server side application is assigning or manipulating any of the Field values that
have been setup in your client side application. In this example the server was responsible for
generating a unique id when it saved the Model. This value was provided back to the client
code inside an object under the data array along with the rest of the Model Field names and
values.

http://www.php.net/manual/en/reserved.variables.httprawpostdata.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.json-decode.php
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With some Model data successfully persisted to your server side application lets take a look at
an example to demonstrate how you can retrieve, update and destroy a Model instance using
RestProxy.

  var User = Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel('User');         // 1
   
  User.load(2056, {               // 2
   success: function(record, operation) {
    record.set('age', 2);            // 3
    record.dirty; // true            // 4 
    record.save({              // 5
     callback: function(record, operation) {
      record.destroy();           // 6
     }
    });
   },
   failure: function(record, operation) {
    Ext.Msg.alert('Error', 'Failed to load model from the server.');
   },
   callback: function(record, operation) {
    
   }
  });
  

1. Start off calling Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel passing in the User string which will return
the User Model class. This is the same User Model class that you defined earlier in this
example when we saved the Model.

2. Model.load accepts similar parameters to Model.save. The first parameter is the id of the
Model you want to load. The second parameter is an optional configuration object that can
be used define functions for the success and failure scenarios of the RestProxy request as
well as a callback function that will always be called when the request completes.

Each function will receive a record object which is equivalent to an Ext.data.Model instance
of the User model as well the Ext.data.Operation object that was used by the RestProxy to
perform the read request.

3. Inside the success callback function you can update any of the Fields defined for the Model
by calling the set method on the local record variable which is holding an instance of our
User Model. Here the age Field is set to 2.

4. If you examine the Model.dirty property after changing one or more of Model's Field values
you'll notice its been set to true indicating the data for this Model hasn't been synchronized
with the it's associated Proxy since it was updated.

5. Now when you call the Model.save method of the User instance (being held by the local
record variable) the RestProxy will automatically generate a PUT request to your server
containing the updated Model data. We'll examine the contents of this request next.

6. To demonstrate how RestProxy generates a DELETE request this example supplies a
callback function to the Model.save call. Inside the callback function the Model.destroy
method is called causing the RestProxy to make a DELETE request to the URL it's been
configured with. We'll examine what this request looks like in Firebug shortly.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation.html
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Figure 6.13. RestProxy Load Request Packet (Firebug)

TBD once this functionality is working correctly (1/11/2010 - model id is missing from
RestProxy request when calling model.load).

Figure 6.14. RestProxy Update Request Packet (Firebug)

RestProxy automatically generates an HTTP PUT request when you call Model.save method
after updating one or more Model Field values. Looking at the generated URL you can
see it contains the id value of the Model towards the end before the question mark and
Ext.data.RestProxy.cacheString. Looking over the JSON packet you'll notice it follows the
same format as the initial save request. A records array holds a single object containing all the
data Fields for the User Model. We can confirm the value for the age was successfully updated
to 2 when we called record.set.

Figure 6.15. RestProxy Delete Request Packet (Firebug)

TBD once this functionality is working correctly (1/11/2010 - Model.destroy method is missing).

server side code example to support loading, updating and deleting model data via RestProxy

This guide provided an overview for persisting Model data using Data Proxies. Through
a series of scenarios you learned how to load and save data using three of the most
popular Data Proxies Ext.data.LocalStorage, Ext.data.AjaxProxy and Ext.data.RestProxy.
By examining the different request and response packets you learned how Data Proxies
communicate with server side applications and learned how to interpret and respond to these
packets on the server side.

Up until now the focus has been on working with a single instance of a Model class at a
time. This allowed us to highlight the way the Model and Proxy classes work together. Real-
world applications using data driven components like Grids and Lists require you to work with
collections of Model instances at one time. In the next chapter will take a look at how ExtJS
and SenchaTouch support working with collections of Models using Data Stores.

Data Stores Overview
This guide provides a walk-through of concepts and examples to help you start working
with Data Stores. Data driven framework components including Grids, Trees, Lists and
ComboBoxes all rely on Data Stores to ...

The Ext.data.Store class makes it easy to work with collections of Models using a client side
cache of Model objects tightly integrated into the overall Data Package architecture.
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Ext.data.Store works closely with Ext.data.Model and Ext.data.Proxy classes so it's important
to have a solid understanding of how Model and Proxy classes work before diving into Data
Stores. The examples in this guide will demonstrate how all these classes work together and
showcase some of the features Stores provide to ....

Loading Models into a Store using AjaxProxy
This code sample will show you to how to load data into a store using an AjaxProxy and
explore what the data looks like and how you can access it once its been loaded into the store.

  Ext.regModel('Product', {            // 1
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},         
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'manufacturer', type: 'string'}, 
    {name: 'os', type: 'string'},    
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {                         
    type: 'ajax',             // 2
    url: '/products.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   }
  });   
  

1. Define and register a new Ext.data.Model class to represent a simple Product.

2. Setup and configure a Ext.data.Proxy along with the appropriate Ext.data.Reader and
Ext.data.Writer configurations to use with the new Model. This example uses an AjaxProxy
along with a JsonReader and JsonWriter.

Note
When using Ext.data.Model and Ext.data.Store classes together it's important
to note that the Proxy these classes will use can either be setup on the Model
or Data Store but shouldn't be setup on both. When the Proxy is configured on
the Model the Data Store will automatically obtain a reference to use the Model's
Proxy. These examples favor this approach as it allows for the flexibility to persist
Model instances using both the methods provided by the Data Store or using
methods on Model instances that are created independent from the Data Store.

  var productsStore = new Ext.data.Store({model: 'Product'});  // 3
  productsStore.load();           // 4
  

3. Instantiate a new Ext.data.Store instance configuring the Ext.data.Store.model option to use
the Product Model class you created earlier.

4. Calling Ext.data.Store.load will load the Product Model data using the AjaxProxy that was
setup inside the Model class definition.
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Figure 6.16. Data Store Load Request via AjaxProxy (Firebug)

The HTTP GET request created during the call the to Ext.data.Store.load looks very similar
to a standard AjaxProxy request without a store. The request is made to products.php which
was set with the url configuration option of the AjaxProxy. In this example the only request
parameter being added by the Store is the limit parameter which has the default value of 25.
This value can be changed by setting a different pageSize value on the Store. The second
_dc parameter is added by the AjaxProxy and is set to a random number to make sure the
request isn't cached by the web server. You can change the value of this parameter by setting
the Ext.data.AjaxProxy.cacheString configuration option.

Figure 6.17. Data Store Load Response via AjaxProxy (Firebug)

When AjaxProxy is configured with a JsonReader it will expect a JSON packet to be sent back
from the server side application. By default it looks for two properties inside the response
packet success and data. The success property is designed to indicate the success or failure
of the request. You can override the label of this property by setting a different value for the
successProperty of Ext.data.JsonReader.

The data property is designed to hold an array data objects that will be converted into Model
instances and loaded into the Data Store. The label of this property was set using with the root
configuration option of Ext.data.JsonReader. Here the data for four Product Models is sent
back from the server and loaded into the Store.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Store.html#config-pageSize
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.JsonReader.html#method-root
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Figure 6.18. Data Store Items Array (Firebug)

Once the data from the server has been converted to Model objects and loaded into the Store
you can examine the Store instance in Firebug to see the Model objects it contains. Expanding
the Store's data property you can see the four Models are held inside the data.items array.
Expanding the last item in the array reveals the Model Fields populated with the JSON data
returned from the server.

With some sample Model data loaded into a Store instance the next example will show you
how access individual data Models programmatically using methods available on the Store.

Note
It's possible to use Ext.data.Store without explicitly defining and registering a
Model. In those cases the Store will create its own internal data object for use with
the Store.

Accessing Models in a Store
The Ext.data.Store class provides a number of different methods for accessing the Data
Models it holds. These examples will use the Product data loaded from the previous example
to see how you can access different items contained in the Store.

  var productCount = productsStore.getCount(); // 4  // 1
  

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Store
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  var firstInstance = productsStore.first();    // 2
  var lastInstance =  productsStore.last();    
  

1. Ext.data.Store.getCount returns the number of items in the Store. In this example four items
were loaded into the Store.

2. Ext.data.Store.first and Ext.data.Store.last provide simple convenience methods for
retrieving items in the first and last positions of the Store's Ext.data.Store.data.items array.

  
  var specificInstance = productsStore.getAt(2);   // 3
  
  var iPhone = productsStore.getById(101);    // 4
  var droid = productsStore.findRecord({     // 5
  FieldName: 'name',
  value: 'Droid'
  });  
  

3. Ext.data.Store.getAt returns the item at the specified location in the
Ext.data.Store.data.items array.

4. Ext.data.Store.getById returns the item in the Store with the specified Model.id. In this
example the Model with an id of 101 is the iPhone Product instance.

5. Ext.data.store.findRecord provides a simple query mechanism for Store data offering
more flexibility than the other methods demonstrated so far. In this example the Droid
2 Product instance is being retrieved from the Store by setting the FieldName option to
the Model name Field and the value is set to Droid to retrieve the first item in the Store
where the name Field begins with Droid. This example demonstrates a basic use case for
Ext.data.store.findRecord. Additional configuration options offer more fine-grained query
capabilities including regular expression matching. If you need additional query capabilities
beyond findRecord you can try Ext.data.Store.queryBy which allows you to query items in
the Data Store using a custom function.

Sorting & Filtering Store Data
Once data has been loaded into a Store there will be many uses where you'll need to sort the
data or apply some filtering to access a certain subset of items in the Store. This example
demonstrates the built-in sorting and filter methods available to the Ext.data.Store class.
Learning how to use these methods on their own will help put things into context when you
begin working with data store driven UI components and you need sort and filter the data
these components display. These examples will continue to use the Product data loaded from
AjaxProxy example.
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Figure 6.19. Sorting Items in a Data Store

   var productsStore = new Ext.data.Store({model: 'Product'});
   productsStore.load();        // 1
  
   productsStore.sort('manufacturer', 'ASC');   // 2
   productsStore.sort([        // 3
    {
     property: 'name',
     direction: 'DESC'
    },{
     property: 'manufacturer',
     direction: 'ASC'
    }
   ]); 
   

1. Data is loaded into the store using the configuration from the AjaxProxy example.

2. The Store is sorted by the manufacturer Field in ascending order. Ext.data.Store.sort
accepts two parameters. The first parameter can either be a string or an array of Fields
names to sort by. The second parameter is a string representing the direction to Sort by.

Note

The sort direction defaults to ASC and the Data Store automatically maintains
the last sort direction ASC/DESC per Field so subsequent calls to sort for each
Field automatically toggle direction.

3. The second call to Sort demonstrates passing in an array of sort objects. After this call the
data will be sorted by both the Model name Field first and then by the manufacturer Field.

The Ext.data.Store.filterBy is a convenient method for client-side filtering of data Store items.
The next code block demonstrates a few examples of using filterBy.
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Figure 6.20. Filtering Items in a Store

  var productsStore = new Ext.data.Store({model: 'Product'});
  productsStore.load();           // 1
  
  productsStore.filter('manufacturer', 'Apple');     // 2
  
  productsStore.isFiltered(); // returns true      // 3
  productsStore.clearFilter();         // 4
  
  productsStore.filter([           // 5
   {
    property: 'os',
    value: 'Android',
    caseSensitive: true
   },{
    property: 'manufacturer',
    value: 'Motorola',
    caseSensitive: true    
   }
  ]); 
   

1. Data is loaded into the store using the configuration from the AjaxProxy example.

2. Ext.data.Store.filter is called with two string parameters. The first parameter is the Model
Field name and the second parameter is the value the Field should have to be caught by
the Filter. After this call if you inspect Ext.data.Store.data.items you'll see it only contains the
filtered data. For this example it's the iPhone and iPad product instances.

Note

When you call Ext.data.Store.filter with two strings an Ext.util.Filter is
automatically created for you.

3. The Data Store automatically keeps track of it's filtered state. Calling isFiltered returns true
here.

Note

You can retrieve all the Filters currently applied to the store by accessing
Ext.data.Store.filters.

4. When Ext.data.Store.clearFilter is called all the currently applied filters are cleared out
and all the records that were originally loaded into the Store are available again. You can
confirm this by inspecting Ext.data.Store.data.items after calling clearFilter.

5. Ext.data.Store.filter supports filtering by multiple Ext.util.Filter configuration objects at once.
Here two Filters are being added using the os and manufacturer Model Fields. When both
Filters are applied only one item is available in the productsStore (the Motorola Droid 2).
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Modifying & Saving Store Data
When working with Models and Data Stores the pattern of persisting Model changes and
saving new Model instances is slightly different than previous examples when you persisted
Models without Data Stores (Persisting Models with Data Proxies).

Figure 6.21. Modifying an Item in a Data Store

   var productsStore = new Ext.data.Store({model: 'Product'});
   productsStore.load(function(records, operation, success) {  // 1
  
    var iphone = productsStore.getById(101);     // 2
    iphone.set('os', 'iOS 4.2');        // 3
   

1. Data is loaded into the store using the configuration from the AjaxProxy example. The call
to load is asynchronous so you'll want to either pass in an existing function or define a new
function inline as shown here. This ensures the remaining code only executes once the data
has been loaded into the Store.

Note
Inside the callback function this is holding a reference to the Data Store.

2. A Product Model instance is retrieved from the Store using getById. Here passing 101 into
getById returns an instance of the Product Model class representing an iPhone.

3. The value of os Field is updated to reflect a new OS version number. Once the Field value
changes anybody retrieving this Model instance from the local Data Store will see the new
value even though it hasn't been saved by the configured Proxy.

Figure 6.22. Adding a New Item to a Data Store

   this.add([        // 4
    {
        id: 106,
        name: 'Citrus',
        manufacturer: 'Motorola',
        os: 'Android',
        active: true  
    }
   ]);
   

4. Calling the Ext.data.Store.add method allows you to add one or more Model instances
directly to the Data Store. Here a single item array containing Model Fields and values for
the Citrus phone by Motorola is passed to the add method of the Store.

With one updated item in the store and one new item we'll take a look a few Store methods
you can use to retrieve these items programmatically before saving them with the configured
Proxy.
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Figure 6.23. Saving New and Modified Store Items
 
   var updatedRecords = this.getUpdatedRecords();  // 5
   var newRecords = this.getNewRecords();    // 6
  
   this.sync();          // 7
  
  });   
   

5. The Ext.data.Store.getUpdatedRecords returns an array of Store items that have been
updated since being loaded into the Store. This is a convenient method to programmatically
access updated items before they're saved.

6. The Ext.data.Store.getNewRecords returns an array of Store items that have been added to
the Store but not yet saved. This is a convenient method to programmatically work with new
Store items before they're saved.

7. Calling Ext.data.Store.sync synchronizes the Data Store with the configured Proxy. In this
example the configured Proxy is the AjaxProxy that was setup on the Product Model (see
AjaxProxy example). This works because the Data Store automatically obtains a reference
to the Data Model's configured Proxy. When sync is called the AjaxProxy will generate two
POST requests to the server side application. You'll see what these look like next when we
explore the HTTP requests in Firebug.

Figure 6.24. Store Sync via AjaxProxy (Firebug)

Looking at the two POST requests generated by the AjaxProxy when synchronizing the store
you'll notice the last request that was made to the store is the first request that gets created.
Here the data for the new Product Model representing the Motorola phone is posted to the
server side application followed by the updated information for the Product Model representing
the iPhone. The format of the request is the same as using Model and AjaxProxy alone
(AjaxProxy Save Request Packet).

Data Model Associations
The Sencha Platform Data Package provides built-in support for creating relationships
between your Data Models. Two common relationship patterns are currently supported Has
Many and Belongs to Many. When these relationships are configured your Model classes will
gain new functions specially designed to support these relationships. We'll demonstrate how to
setup and use both relationships in the following sections.
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Has Many Association
The Has Many association is one of the most commonly used Data Model associations. A
familiar Has Many relationship exists between Manufactures and Products. A manufacturer
that produces more than one type of product can be described as “having many” products.
You can create this relationship between your Models by defining a configuration object for the
Ext.data.HasManyAssociation class directly inside the Model configuration.

Once this relationship is setup a new method is added to the owner model. When called it
returns an Ext.data.Store instance object dynamically filtered to contain all the associated
Models that fit the criteria setup in the Has Many relationship.

Figure 6.25. Defining The Owner Model in a Has Many Association

 
  Ext.regModel('Manufacturer', {         // 1
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'}
   ],
   
   proxy: {             // 2
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/manufacturers-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   },
   
   hasMany: {             // 3
    model: 'Product',
    name: 'products',
    storeConfig: {
     autoLoad: true
    }
   }
  });  
   

1. A new Ext.data.Model class is registered to represent a Manufacturer. Two Fields are
defined for the Manufacturer id and name.

2. An Ext.data.AjaxProxy is configured with a URL and corresponding Ext.data.JsonReader
and Ext.data.JsonWriter.

3. The Has Many relationship is setup by specifying an Ext.data.HasManyAssociation
configuration object for the hasMany option of the Model. The model where the relationship
is specified is considered to be the owner model.

Inside the Ext.data.HasManyAssociation configuration object the Model option is set to
Product to reference the Product Data Model which you'll see next. The name option is
set to products to define the function that will return the dynamically filtered Data Store
containing the related Product Models. The storeConfig option allows you to set any
Ext.data.Store configuration options to use with the dynamically created Store. Here
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autoLoad is set to true to make sure the Products belonging to this Manufacturer will
automatically be loaded when the Store is created.

Figure 6.26. Defining The Child Model in a Has Many Association
 
  Ext.regModel('Product', {          // 4
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},         
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'manufacturer_id', type: 'int'},       
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {             // 5
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/products-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   }
  }); 
   

4. A new Ext.data.Model class is registered to represent a Product. Ext.data.Field objects
are defined for the id, name and active status of the product. Notice the manufacturer_id
Field. Although it's been defined like all the other Model Fields it will be used to link the
Manufacturer Model with the Product Model in the Has Many association. By default the
name for this Field should be the lowercase name of the owner model followed by an
underscore and id (manufacturer_id) for this example. You can change this to a different
convention by setting the Ext.data.HasManyAssociation.foreignKey option.

5.

Has Many Relationship - Loading Associated Models
Figure 6.27. Loading Product Models From the Manufacturer Model

  var Manufacturer = Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel('Manufacturer');  // 1
  
  Manufacturer.load(100, {          // 2
   success: function(manufacturer, operation) {
    var cokeProducts = manufacturer.products();     // 3
   }
  });    
   

6. Calling Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel with the string Manufacturer will return the
Manufacturer Model class. The is an important distinction since most of the time you're
working with Model instances. In this case the local variable Manufacturer is assigned a
reference to the Manufacturer class that was defined and registered with Ext.regModel.

7. The load method is a static method available to the Manufacturer class. The load method
is designed to retrieve instances of the Model class using the configured Proxy. The first
parameter passed into load is the id value of the instance you want to retrieve. This example
uses 100 to retrieve a Manufacturer from the server side application with id of 100. The

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.ModelMgr&getModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.regModel
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second parameter to load is a configuration object that allows you to set functions for the
success and failure conditions and provide a callback function. Here only the success
function is defined. When success is called it will be passed the Model instance that is
retrieved as well as the Ext.data.Operation object used internally by the Proxy to retrieve the
instance requested.

8. Inside the success callback function the products method is called on the manufacturer
object. The manufacturer object is the instance of the Manufacturer Model that
was retrieved from the AjaxProxy. The products method was dynamically added by
Ext.data.HasManyAssociation. The name of the method was determined by the value set
for the Ext.data.HasManyAssociation.name configuration option. This method will return a
Ext.data.Store instance that has been automatically filtered to hold Product models where
the manufacturer_id Field of the Product matches id Field of the Manufacturer instance.
(100 in this example).

Note
The Data Store returned by the call to manufacturers.load() will be populated
asynchronously using a request to AjaxProxy. If your application needs that
data immediately you'll want to listen for the load event of the Store.

When the code for this example executes a lot is happening behind the scenes. Walking
through the request/response cycle and inspecting the dynamically created Store will help
explain how the underlying classes are working together.

Figure 6.28. Manufacturer Load - AjaxProxy Request (Firebug)

When Manufacturer.load is executed its AjaxProxy generates the request shown in the Firebug
screenshot. The URL being requested is the one that was configured for the Proxy. This
sentence will explain how the id is passed along in the request once Model.load properly adds
this parameter into the request packet. The _dc parameter has been set to a random number
to make sure the request isn't cached by the web server. You can change the value of this
parameter by setting the Ext.data.RestProxy.cacheString configuration option.

Figure 6.29. Manufacturer Load - AjaxProxy Server Response Single
Model (Firebug)

The response returned from the server follows the familiar JSON data packet response format
containing success and data parameters. The data parameter is a single item array holding an
object that will be converted into a Manufacturer Model instance. In this case the Manufacturer
Model is representing the Coca Cola Company in our example application.

Figure 6.30. Loading Products Belonging to a Manufacturer - AjaxProxy
Request (Firebug)

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation
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The request shown in the Firebug screenshot is created as a result of calling
manufacturer.products() inside the success callback function passed into Manufacturer.load.
When manufacturer.products() is called an Ext.data.Store is dynamically created for you
and automatically filtered to hold Product models where the manufacturer_id Field equals
100 which is the id value of it's owner model(Manufacturer). The dynamically created store
automatically uses the AjaxProxy configured on the Product Model to retrieve Products.

The filter parameter passed to the server is an single item array holding an Ext.util.Filter object
with property and value parameters the server side application can use to only return Product
data Models that belong to the Coca Cola Manufacturer. The limit parameter is passed along
with the default value of 25. This value can be changed by setting a different pageSize value
in the storeConfig of the Ext.data.HasManyAssociation. The _dc parameter has been set to a
random number to make sure the request isn't cached by the web server. You can change the
value of this parameter by setting the Ext.data.AjaxProxy.cacheString configuration option.

Figure 6.31. Loading Products Belonging to a Manufacturer - AjaxProxy
Request (Firebug)

The response returned from the server follows the default Ext.data.JsonReader data packet
response format containing success and data parameters. The data parameter holds an array
of objects will be converted into Product Models and added to the dynamically created Data
Store. All the data objects returned from the server have 100 set for the manufacturer_id Field
matching the filter that was requested.

In the example above two requests are made to the server. The first request returns the data
for the Manufacturer Model and the second request returns data for Product Models belonging
to the Manufacturer. Depending on the amount of data your application will be working with
and how it will be displayed you may want to load both sets of data in one request.

Figure 6.32. Defining The Owner Model in a Has Many Association
 
  Ext.regModel('Manufacturer', {         
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'}
   ],
   
   proxy: {             
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/manufacturers-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   },
   
   hasMany: {             // 1
    model: 'Product',
    name: 'products'
   }
  });  
  

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Store&pageSize
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1. The only change here was to remove the storeConfig option. Since all the data will be
loaded in a single request you won't need to change autoLoad config option on the Store.

The request parameters are the same as before so we can skip over those and focus on the
response data packet which will contain the Manufacturer Model and all the Products that
belong to it.

Figure 6.33. Manufacturer Load - AjaxProxy Server Response with Nested
Models (Firebug)

The response returned from the server follows the Ext.data.JsonReader data packet response
format containing success and data parameters. The first item in the data is the object that
will be converted into a Manufacturer Model instance. In this case the Manufacturer Model
is representing the Coca Cola Company in our example application. Inside the Manufacturer
object you'll notice the products parameter. The products array is holding all the Product
Models that belong to the owner model we requested from the server. The JsonReader
automatically identified products in the Json packet because this that was what we set the
Ext.data.HasManyAssociation.name to. If that value is found in the response packet it will
attempt to convert that data into Product models. You can change this by setting a different
value for Ext.data.HasManyAssociation.associationKey.

Note

Pay close attention to the data structure of the JSON packet. The nested models
in this example where nested inside two arrays products and then data. The
structure you use needs to match the Ext.data.Reader that is setup on your
nested Model (the Product in this case). If the Product model didn't already have a
JsonReader setup then one would have been automatically created and the format
of the data would be expected to follow the default format for JsonReader (see
Ext.data.JsonReader.root).

Without changing much on the client side we were able accept a response from the server
containing all the data for the Has Many Association between an Manufacturer Model and a
Product Model.

Has Many Relationship - Adding and Editing Associated
Models

Once you have a dynamically created Data Store containing associated Models you can work
with these Models in the save way as a regular Data Store. We'll expand on the previous
example to demonstrate how you can add and edit associated Product Models.
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Figure 6.34. Defining Associated Manufacturer and Product Models

 
  Ext.regModel('Manufacturer', {
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'}
   ],
   
   proxy: {              
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/manufacturers-cola-nested.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   },
   
   hasMany: {
    model: 'Product',
    name: 'products'
   }
  });
  
  Ext.regModel('Product', {
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},         
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'manufacturer_id', type: 'int'},       
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {              
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/products-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   }
  });    
   

These are the same Models from the previous example shown here for convenience. This
example is expecting the server side application to return data for both the Manufactuer Model
and all the Products that belong to it in one response.
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Figure 6.35. Adding and Editing Associated Product Models

    var Manufacturer = Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel('Manufacturer');
  
  Manufacturer.load(100, {
   success: function(manufacturer, operation) {
   
    var cokeProducts = manufacturer.products();  // 1
    
    var dietCoke = cokeProducts.getById(2);   // 2
    dietCoke.set('name', 'light/Diet Coke');
   
    cokeProducts.add([        // 3
     {
      id: 4,
      name: 'Cherry Coke',
      manufacturer_id: 100,
      active: true
     },
     {
      id: 5,
      name: 'Cherry Coke Zero',
      manufacturer_id: 100,
      active: true
     }
    ]);
    
    cokeProducts.sync();       // 4 
   }
  });
     
   

1. Calling manufacturer.products() will return a dynamically created Data Store holding all the
Products associated with Coca Cola Manufacturer.

2. A reference to the Diet Coke Product Model is retrieved from the Data Store using
Ext.data.Store.getById and saved in the local variable dietCoke. On the next line the name
of Product is updated to “light/Diet Coke” using the Ext.data.Model.set method.

3. Two new Product Models are added to the Data Store using the Ext.data.Store.add.
Here we're adding two new Cherry Coke products. Notice how we still need to set the
manufacturer_id to correctly match the Manufacturer we want these products associated
with.

4. Calling Ext.data.Store.sync will automatically generate the AjaxProxy request needed to
save the updated Product and the two new Products we added.

The last few examples demonstrated the additional functionality available to the Owner Model
when a Has Many Association is configured. As you've seen the Owner Model is able to
retrieve and manipulate the Models belonging to it. However without configuring a Belongs to
Association child Models won't have any built-in functionality that allows them to retrieve their
associated Owner Model. The next guide will walk-through setting up a Belongs to Association.
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Belongs To Association
The Belongs to Association makes it easy to retrieve the owner model from an associated child
model. A familiar Belongs To relationship exists between Products and their Manufacturer. A
product can be described as “belonging to” a Manufacturer. You can create this relationship
between your Models by defining a configuration object for the Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation
class directly inside the Product Model definition.

Once this relationship is setup two methods will be added to the child model to get and set the
associated Owner Model.

To demonstrate how this works we can expand on the Product and Manufacturer example.

Figure 6.36. Defining The Owner Model in a Has Many Association

   
  Ext.regModel('Product', {           // 1
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},         
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'manufacturer_id', type: 'int'},       
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {              
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/products-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   },
   
   belongsTo: {             // 2
    model: 'Manufacturer',
    foreignKey: 'manufacturer_id'
   }
  });
  
  Ext.regModel('Manufacturer', {          // 3
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'}
   ],
   
   proxy: {              
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/manufacturers-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   }
  });  
   

1. A new Ext.data.Model class is registered to represent a Product. Ext.data.Field objects
are defined for the id, name and active status of the product. Notice the manufacturer_id
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Field. Although it's been defined like all the other Model Fields it will be used to link the
Manufacturer Model with the Product Model in the Belongs To association. By default
the name for this Field should be the lowercase name of the owner model followed by an
underscore and id (manufacturer_id) in this example. You can change this to a different
convention by setting the Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation.foreignKey option.

2. The Belongs To Association relationship is setup by specifying an
Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation configuration object for the belongsTo option of the Product
Model. The model where the relationship is specified is considered to be the child model.

Inside the Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation configuration object the Model option is set to
Manufacturer to reference the Manufacturer Data Model defined after the Product Model.
The foreignKey is set to manufacturer_id Field which will contain the id of the associated
Manufacturer Model. In this example foreignKey is being set to it's default value but shown
here to illustrate the availability of this configuration option.

3. A new Ext.data.Model class is registered to represent a Manufacturer. Two Fields are
defined for the Manufacturer id and name.

4. The Has Many relationship is setup by specifying an Ext.data.HasManyAssociation
configuration object for the hasMany option of the Model. The model where the relationship
is specified is considered to be the owner model.

Inside the Ext.data.HasManyAssociation configuration object the Model option is set to
Product to reference the Product Model. The name option is set to products to define the
function that will return the dynamically filtered Data Store containing the related Product
Models.

Belongs to Relationship - Loading the Owner Model
Figure 6.37. Loading the Manufacturer Model From the Product Model

  var Product = Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel('Product');    // 4
    
  Product.load(3, {           // 5
   success: function(product, operation) {     
    product.getManufacturer({       // 6
     success: function(manufacturer, operation) { // 7
      var cocaCola = manufacturer;  
     }
    });
   }
  });   
   

5. Calling Ext.data.ModelMgr.getModel with the string Product will return the Product Model
class. The is an important distinction since most of the time you're working with Model
instances. In this case the local variable Product is assigned a reference to the Product
class that was defined and registered with Ext.regModel.

6. The load method is a static method available to the Product class. The load method is
designed to retrieve instances of the Model class using the configured Proxy. The first
parameter passed into load is the id value of the instance you want to retrieve. This example

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.ModelMgr.html#method-getModel
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.html#method-regModel
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uses 3 to retrieve a Product from the server side application with id of 3. The second
parameter to load is a configuration object that allows you to set functions for the success
and failure conditions and provide a callback function. Here only the success function is
defined. When success is called it will be passed the Model instance that is retrieved as
well as the Ext.data.Operation object used internally by the Proxy to retrieve the instance
requested.

7. Inside the first success callback function the getManufacturer method is called on
the product object. The product object is the instance of the Product Model that was
retrieved from the AjaxProxy. The getManufacturer method was dynamically added by
Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation. The name of the method was determined by the value set
for the Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation.getterName configuration option (for this example the
default value was used).

The call to product.getManufacturer() will asynchronous retrieve the Manufacturer
Model. The function itself accepts a configuration object that allows you to set functions
for the success and failure conditions and provide a callback function. Here only the
success function is defined. When success is called it will be passed the Ext.data.Model
Manufacturer instance where the manufacturer_id Field of the Product matches the id
Field of the Manufacturer instance. (100 in this example). The second parameter will be an
Ext.data.Operation object used internally by the Proxy to retrieve the instance requested.

Belongs to Relationship - Setting the Owner Model
The Belongs To Association will add a method to the child model to conveniently set it's owner
model. This example will demonstrate how this method works.

http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation.html
http://dev.sencha.com/deploy/ext-4.0-pr4/docs/api/Ext.data.Operation
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Figure 6.38. Defining Associated Manufacturer and Product Models

   
  Ext.regModel('Product', {           
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},         
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'},
    {name: 'manufacturer_id', type: 'int'},       
    {name: 'active', type: 'boolean', defaultValue: true}
   ],
   proxy: {              
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/products-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   },
   
   belongsTo: {             
    model: 'Manufacturer',
    foreignKey: 'manufacturer_id'
   }
  });
  
  Ext.regModel('Manufacturer', {          
   Fields: [
    {name: 'id', type: 'int'},
    {name: 'name', type: 'string'}
   ],
   
   proxy: {              
    type: 'ajax',            
    url: '/manufacturers-cola.php',
    reader: {type: 'json', root: 'data'},
    writer: {type: 'json', root: 'records'}
   }
  });  
   

These are the same Models from the previous example shown here for convenience.
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Figure 6.39. Setting the Manufacturer Model From the Product Model

  var product = Ext.data.ModelMgr.create({     // 1
   id: 5,
   name: 'Fanta Orange'        
   }, 'Product'
  );
  
  product.setManufacturer(100, {      // 2
   success: function(product, operation) {
    var orangeFanta = product;
   }
  });  
   

1. Ext.data.ModelMgr.create is used to create a new Product Model instance. Notice the
manufacturer_id isn't specified during the call to Ext.data.ModelMgr.create.

2. The Belongs To Association has added a new Ext.BelongsToAssociation.setterMethod
method to the Product Model class. Calling this new method product.setManufacturer
allows you to specify an id to associate as the owner model for this Product. The default
naming convention is used here. You can override this by setting a different value for
Ext.data.BelongsToAssociation.setterName.

An optional configuration object can be passed in as the second parameter to
product.setManufacturer to define success and failure callback functions as well a default
callback function. When any of these are specified the Model will automatically be saved
when the setter function executes.

Note
The Ext.BelongsToAssociation setter function works the same as calling
Ext.data.Model.set('manufacturer_id', 100) with the exception of being able to
specify callback functions.
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